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The legislative authorities mean the contents and the boundary of legislative 
power. Naturally, the autonomous legislative authorities of autonomous regions 
include both the contents and the boundary of autonomous legislative power. Thanks 
to the abstractive character of the authority, it needs the force of law and the liability 
to explain the authority itself cleanly. 
Statuting the autonomous legislative authorities of autonomous regions in 
constitutions and laws embodies the spirit that making the contents of autonomous 
legislative authorities of autonomous regions are more than the ones other general 
regions have, namely, autonomous legislative authorities of autonomous regions has 
obviously national、 local and autonomous characters, its legislative forms are 
expressed by regulations on the exercise of autonomy and separate regulations. 
Regulations on the exercise of autonomy and separate regulations, which are treated 
as the main contents of the autonomous legislative authorities of autonomous regions, 
are not only non-binded by the rule of “not contrary to the constitution、laws and 
administrative regulations”, but also they could accommodate laws and administrative 
regulations.  
For confirming the autonomous legislative authorities of autonomous regions, 
the basic problem is how to divide the legislative power between the central 
government and the autonomous regions. In Federal countries， the legislative 
authorities between federal government and states are mainly based on the principle 
of separate powers. However, there are still countries of highly centralized federal 
governments. Contrarily, in unitary countries, the legislative authorities between 
central government and local governments are mainly based on centralization, but still 
there are countries of decentralized governments. In China, the history of dividing the 
legislative power between central government and local governments can be classified 















decentralization. Nowadays, we are in the second stage for a long time. Ascertaining 
the autonomous legislative authorities of autonomous regions rely on the principles 
and methods that are used for dividing the legislative powers between central 
government and autonomous regions, especially rely on maintaining having a unified 
legal system, guaranteeing central government controlling autonomous regions in 
legislation, promoting the autonomous regions developments in the field of economy 
and culture as the fundamental principle. 
In the view of authorities of the autonomous legislative power, the contents of 
the autonomous legislative authorities depend on the force of law and the liability 
respectively. From the perspective of the force of law, the autonomous legislative 
authorities represent regionalisms, that is to say it only applies to autonomous regions 
and locals themselves. From the perspective of liability, it could stipulate 
administrative and civil liabilities, except constitutional and criminal responsibilities. 
About the legislative scopes, it can legislate matters concerning the contents the 
constitution and laws grant. 
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